
Pui Ling School of The Precious Blood 

Class Suspension Self-directed Learning Tasks (Phase 6) 

Grammar Revision (6B Unit 2) 

Class: 6___  Name: _________________(   )     Date:______________ 

 

A.  You want to know what you can and cannot do in the museum. Look 
 at the picture and complete the sentences with ‘either … or …’ or 
 ‘neither … nor …’. 

 

➢  We can go to (1.)______________ Hall 1 (2.)______________ Hall 2. 

➢ We can take (3.)______________ a lift (4.)______________ an escalator  

to  go to the second floor. 

➢  We can (5.)______________ eat (6.)______________ drink in Hall 1. 

➢  We can (7.)______________ take photos (8.)_____________ run in Hall 2. 

➢ We can watch the film at (9.)_______________ 2 p.m.  

 (10.)_______________ 3 p.m. 

➢ We can (11.)______________ sit on the sedan chairs (12.)_____________ 

 touch the exhibits. 

➢ We can (13.)______________ walk (14.)______________ chase when you 

 take escalators. 
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B. Look at the menu. Complete the conversation with ‘either … or …’ or 
 ‘neither … nor …’. 

         

 

Macy:  What can we have for dinner tonight? 

Julie:  You can choose (1.)              Set A (2.)             Set B. 

Macy:  What food is in Set A? 

Julie: First, you can have (3.)            salad (4.)            soup. 

Then, you can have (5.)            beef curry (6.)              

chicken curry.  

Macy:  Curry is too spicy for me! I can have (7.)             beef curry       

 (8.)             chicken curry. What food is in Set B? 

Julie:  First, you can have (9.)             soup (10.)             cold 

 noodles. Then, you can have (11.)             sashimi             

 (12.)             sushi. 

Macy:  Oh … I can have (13.)            sashimi (14.)             sushi 

 because I don’t like Japanese food! 

Julie: Then you can choose (15.)            Set A (16.)             Set B!   

We can (17.)__________ ask for another menu (18.)___________ go to 

another restaurant. 
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Set A 

salad / soup 

beef curry / chicken curry 

mango jelly / chocolate cake 

tea / coffee 

Set B 

cold noodles / soup 

sashimi / sushi 

matcha cake / sesame rolls 

tea / coffee 
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